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If you are planning to buy a new cell phone, then simply go for â€œUnlocked Cell Phonesâ€•. You must
have heard about unlocked vs. customized phones but here we would like to emphasize why you
should opt for unlocked cell phones and not customized phones.

	

If you want basic subscription and freedom to choose any carrier after your contract period ends
then you must buy an unlocked cell phone. This gives you complete freedom to choose any network
service provider.

Salient features of an unlocked cell phone:

You can switch to any carrier whenever you wish. Different cell phone providers offer great plans
from time to time, so with an unlocked cell phone you can switch to the one that suits you most.

If you travel often, then unlocked cell phones can be beneficial for you. You can switch to a cell
phone provider that provides you great discounts during your travel and also to a service provider
that has good signal strength in the country or place you are going to visit.

In case you wish to upgrade your phone, then there is no reason to throw it. If you are using an
unlocked cell phone then you can pass it to someone else or sell it and add the money to buy a new
phone.

Most cell phone providers offer you very low initial cost for the phone you wish to buy, but in return
they ask you to sign a contract, mostly of two years. In these two years, you are tied to their service
paying whatever they want.

Unlocked cell phones are available for all the latest technologies combined with great designs,
colors and shapes. So, choose wisely if you wish to have a no-restriction phone or one with the
monopolies of service providers. Complete variety of cell phones of Samsung, Sony Ericsson, BLU
Phones, Blackberry, Nokia etc. every major brand are available at great discounts at
www.24hrsdeals.com
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